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THE MOST 
INSIGNIFICANT 
SIGNIFICANT 

THING 

THE MOVEMENT’S CREATIVE NEXUS,  
25 YEARS LATER

Image from the first Movement ad, shot on Mount Tabor, 
Portland, OR. Photo: Chris Brunkhart
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Words Daniel O’Neil

P
ortland, OR, fall of ’93: Snowboarding needs to 
outgrow neon, world titles and the ski industry. 
Skateboarding’s influence hasn’t even entered 
the scene. The stage is set for a surge of raw 

creativity to shock snowboarding’s culture. Matt Dona-
hue and crew overlook the yet-to-explode city from 
Mount Tabor. Portland’s book and coffee shops, its punk 
venues, skate spots, and intellectual hangouts stretch 
west toward the coast and east toward Mt. Hood. Dona-
hue and The Movement’s other two riders, Dan Peterka 
and Mark Hibdon, walk across the leafy ground. The late 
Chris Brunkhart opens the shutter of his Leica, framing 
only their feet, in black and white. A blitzkrieg of full-
volume artistic creation would follow, called The Move-
ment. It was a burst of expression in snowboarding, 
which evolved, inspired and disintegrated.

“We answered the call of an anti-commercialist approach to a sport 
that needed some soul injected into it desperately,” Donahue says. 
“We just wanted to give the sport some fuckin’ soul.” 

Donahue grew up snowboarding Mt. Hood, attending nearby 
Sandy High School, and was already a top rider. He could also paint 
and draw, play music, skate halfpipes, speak functional French and 
Spanish, and shoot a basketball, all with ability and style. “He’s the 
Northwest’s best-kept secret,” former Ride Snowboards pro Russell 
Winfield says. “Donahue was super-innovative, the understated Jamie 
Lynn. Not for lack of talent, just for being more underground.” 

Miles Davis, Salvador Dalí, and Jimi Hendrix provided some of 

Donahue’s inspirations. The Movement became his outlet. “I can only 
equate it to The Doors movie,” Donahue explains. “When Jim Mor-
rison and Ray Manzarek are on the beach and Jim’s got some songs, 
and Ray’s a musician and he’s like, ‘Hey Jim, that’s a really good song, 
man. Let’s start a band.’ I had this idea, and Chris was like the Ray 
Manzarek, the guy that could make the music happen.”

They wanted to gather a company that would infuse art and 
skateboarding into snowboarding, with an appreciation for design, 
style, beauty, thought, form and an exploratory lifestyle. It showed 
that ideas and ideologies remain fantasies until they’re committed to 
something tangible. 

Matt Donahue, Scott Milden and Chris Brunkhart in 
the Vienna airport, in 1994. Returning from an R&D 
visit at the Elan factory in Salzburg. 
Photo: Dan Peterka

Graphic layout from 
the catalog, 1997.
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1995 ad featuring rider Mike Swanda. 
Photo: Chris Brunkhart
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BEGINNINGS
In 1991, while riders were jibbing flaming logs and wearing oversized 
pants, Donahue was learning Spanish and inventing the Misty Flip, 
a skate-born McTwist off a straight jump. For his 1993 Joyride pro 
model, Donahue used an experimental flat kick nose and tail he’d de-
veloped with Mark Hibdon and borrowed the cover photo from Hen-
drix’s Are You Experienced for the board’s graphic, without permission. 
In the summer of ’93, Donahue drove to Temecula, CA, to work on his 
Joyride ads with Brunkhart, already a close friend. Brunkhart was earn-
ing decent pay from Disney for designing children’s clothes catalogs as 
well as graphic work for the City of Temecula. Sitting on Brunkhart’s 
back patio in 120-degree August heat, they edited layouts and discussed 
what their own company might look like. Donahue was 20 years old, 
Brunkhart, 24. “I said, ‘Let’s get you the fuck outta here, move back to 
Portland and do this snowboard brand,’” Donahue recalls. 

All of Brunkhart’s possessions fit into Donahue’s Honda, and the 
two drove to the Grand Canyon, dropped acid, and began to believe in 
their ability to build something different. “The Movement was an op-
portunity for Chris to get out of what he was doing, start doing what 
he loved, what his destiny was—to get out and be in the mountains 
and take snowboard photos, be on the road,” Donahue says. 

In Portland, they rejoined Hibdon. Blue-collar, hands-on and entre-
preneurial, Hibdon had already built his own bass guitar and crafted a 

clothing company called Ball and Chain. He also liked to peel and cut 
old snowboards to create new shapes. During summers at Hood, Hib-
don saw a distinct local flavor. “We wanted something that reflected 
us, and we knew that snowboarding needed to further evolve,” he says.

Skaters like Mark Gonzales were starting their own labels, but 
legacy companies still dominated snowboarding. To round out The 
Movement, Donahue approached a new friend, Dan Peterka. Peterka 
was known for his opening part in the H-Street skate video Next Gen-
eration (1992), doing technical curb tricks with long-haired, poetic 
flow. He and Donahue had a lot in common in terms of character and 
style. Peterka’s H-Street part had blown Donahue’s mind, and Dona-
hue’s snowboarding blew Peterka’s. With Brunkhart, they immediately 
started what Peterka calls a “blue-sky discussion.” 

They needed funding. Donahue and Brunkhart paid a visit to Scott 
Milden, art director at Joyride in Southern California. Milden had a 
trust fund, and since he already appreciated Donahue’s talent and en-
ergy, he didn’t hesitate. All they lacked was a name, which they found 
in the parking lot that day. “I was searching for it,” Donahue says, 
“giving Chris all the concepts, how we wanted the vibe of the company 
to be, and he said, ‘It’s like a movement, man.’” 

“It was raw, totally free,” Milden says. “We could just do what we 
wanted to do. We had no rules, like a band.” 

Matt Donahue, alley-oop 540 melon grab in Salmon 
River Canyon, Mt. Hood, OR, 1996. 
Photos: Chris Brunkhart
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’93-’94
In late October of 1993, the crew met in Portland to put the brand 
together. First move: Create a logo at Powell’s City of Books on Burn-
side Street.

“The graphics of the Russian revolution were an aesthetic that we 
could identify with,” Peterka says. His parents used to send him to their 
native Czech Republic as a kid, during Soviet times, where he experi-
enced the tanks and armed checkpoints firsthand. “When it came time to 
make the image of The Movement, it seemed appropriate.” 

Peterka and Milden found inspiration in old Bolshevik artists like 
Alexander Rodchenko and crafted the logo: a red star above a Greek 𝝨 
they had turned sideways. “The red star was deliberate,” Peterka says, 
“to draw what seemed like the most obvious link between the aesthet-
ics of communism and how we wanted to convey our brand mission.”

That afternoon, sitting at Oasis Pizza on Hawthorne, the five of 
them eyed a series of vibrant acrylic paintings hanging on the walls, 
made by a local woman named Gheena. Everyone liked the art, so 
Milden bought three pieces—the donkey, the smoker and the naked 
woman—one for each board model. The next day, the group went to 
Mount Tabor to shoot photos for the first ad. Brunkhart snapped the 
shot of Donahue, Peterka, and Hibdon walking on autumn leaves. The 
photo is blurred, in movement, everything in sync. They didn’t include 
any snowboards in the final design. 

Brunkhart shot film, mostly black and white, and had mastered the 
darkroom. It was an era when print magazines and VHS ruled. In the 
mags, The Movement could make a monthly statement with one page. 
“Every ad was based on a phrase, something poetic,” Peterka says.

The ads allowed the viewer to interpret meaning. After all, The 
Movement was a collective of outlooks. This spirit of collaboration 
was embodied by Brunkhart. “He was the glue,” Hibdon says, “the one 
who brought us all back together, who took our ideas and was able to 
interpret them and put them into action.” 

In a 2010 interview with BL!SSS Magazine, Brunkhart said The 
Movement “allowed me to be creative beyond the boundaries of the 
sport. Letting me capture what I saw as the essence of snowboarding. 
We had total artistic freedom and expression, which is something you 
don’t find often.”

It fueled Brunkhart’s talent, not just in photography but also in 
graphic design—much of the visual Movement originated in his mind 
and eye. As a friend and fellow artist, Jamie Lynn watched Brunkhart 
and The Movement rise. “Chris really gave it emotion, and a certain 

content that was lacking in snowboarding in general,” Jamie says. 
“There was a depth to it.”

Beyond graphics, The Movement inspired progression in snowboard 
design. The boards’ flat-kick tip and tail, for locking in manuals and slid-
ing rails, really set the first Movement boards off. They wanted to make 
their snowboards more like skateboards. Hibdon had been developing 
skate-like shapes using boards from his old sponsor, Barfoot. “I wanted 
to create something new in terms of materials and products, and Matt 
wanted to do something new from a visual standpoint,” Hibdon says. 

The set-back, directional stances, instead of twin tips, were de-
signed to float in powder. Jeff Krueger, who had studied engineering 
at the University of Washington and roomed there with Craig Kelly, 
made the progressive, deep, elliptical sidecuts, like he’d done for Mor-
row and Sims. In exchange, he charged The Movement a case of beer. 

The prototypes from Solid Manufacturing in Colorado were ready 
before the SIA trade show in late January 1994. Without money for a 
booth, The Movement ended up with one white wall, against which 
stood the three board models and riders. It was stark, clean and backed 
by the M-star logo. They sold 2,000 boards, enough to satisfy the re-
quirements of Milden’s fund. They never sold that many boards again. 

Behind the scenes, however, Hibdon had doubts. “I didn’t feel like 
I was ever going to have a piece of this company that we were trying 
to build,” he says. He got an offer from startup Subtle Snowboards 
and accepted. Hibdon did a board graphic for the upcoming year and 
bailed. The Movement tightened around old friends, guys who sup-
ported the project from day one, like Alex Bacon in Southern Califor-
nia and Chip Elliot in Portland. 

After the ’93-’94 season, Donahue, Brunkhart and Peterka flew to 
Prague for the summer, where Peterka’s dad kept an apartment. Milden 
joined them there. “A bohemian three-month episode,” Donahue calls 
it. “[We were] really living the manifesto that we had come up with, 
free form. Dan facilitated that, almost like a spirit guide. He intro-
duced us to that high-end design, that mentality.”

“We were trippers,” Peterka says. “We were trying to create a notion 
versus an actual physical product.”

The Velvet Revolution, a peaceful ousting of communism in 1989, 
brought the Czech people freedom, and in turn influenced The Move-
ment—a burst of color followed the commie aesthetic of year one. “It 
was a guerrilla campaign from the get-go,” Donahue says. “Take chanc-
es, go quickly into it, and not really care; a lot like the graffiti vibe.” 

An early Movement illustration—
artist unknown.

1995 catalog cover. 

CLOCKWISE FROM TOP LEFT
Mark Hibdon at Ski Bowl, OR on a first-year 
Movement board, circa 1993. 
Photo: Chris Brunkhart

Mantra sunglass launch party Stratosphere, Las 
Vegas, 1995. Matt Donahue on the Flying V with 
the band The Moods. 
Photo: Chris Brunkhart

Matt Donahue handplants in the Nevada desert. 
Photo: Chris Brunkhart
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’94-’95
“Like any band, your follow-up year sucks. We all had these different in-
tentions and aspirations. The second year was completely different than the 
first. We didn’t even think about whether it would be liked. We just kept 
moving forward.”—Matt Donahue 

In the fall of ’94, the first-year boards arrived at retail stores. “We 
had sold a bunch of boards we had never really tested, and that’s when 
we discovered that the manufacturing was kind of shoddy. They made 
the kinks too steep,” Donahue says. 

“We convinced these people to buy our shitty boards, 2,000 of 
them at inflated prices, and then they were delamming,” Peterka adds.

Back in Portland, bohemian inspiration from the Czech summer 
led to an idea: make the next catalog a 12-inch record. Donahue and 
Brunkhart had rented a house in southeast Portland and turned the 
basement into a music studio where they jammed with friends con-
stantly, Donahue on guitar and vocals, Brunkhart on bass and keys. 
“That’s where it gets into being a lifestyle, not just snowboarding,” 
Donahue says. 

A few punk songs came together, and they recorded an EP on New 
Year’s Day, 1995, after a night of practicing and partying. Hutch, a 
local punk band, did side two. Capitol Records mixed it, and it was 
pressed onto blue vinyl. For the cover art, Brunkhart used photos he’d 
taken in Prague. The Collective Sounds of The Movement rocked the 
trade show that followed, and The Movement was, unknowingly, at its 
peak. “Everybody wanted a piece of us,” Donahue says. 

Artists such as Mike Parillo and skater Kris Markovich did board 
graphics. The Movement developed a close friendship with the Volcom 
family and the two companies intertwined. Volcom’s Creedle Chronicles 
photobook, which Brunkhart shot and edited, sent Donahue and crew 
to New Zealand, Norway and beyond with guys like Terje Haakon-
sen and Jamie Lynn. Jamie liked what The Movement had going, a 
“creative co-op” as he calls it, and he ended up painting one of the 
four Movement board graphics for that year. Jason Carrougher, another 
Volcom rider, saw The Movement as a “creative brotherhood,” one that 
adopted him and provided serendipitous good times, plus a nice Creedle 
shot, “on a Movement board, Chris killin’ it, best photo I ever got.”

By now The Movement had a new manufacturer and another half 
dozen like-minded riders on the team, most of them from the North-
west, including Casey Savage, Kirby Phelps, Travis John, Mia Shep-
pard and Travis Wood. They wanted to drop cliffs and ride steeps at 
Mt. Baker, which influenced board design. As Casey puts it, “I want 
my nose to be long and my tail to be short because I want to go ride 
pow. And when I’m done, I wanna hang out with cool people, and do 
some art, or go drink some beers.”

The bohemian ethos continued in Prague that summer. Brunkhart 
was loving life. “It was a rite of passage for him,” Donahue says. “He 
didn’t seem like Chris the photographer when he was with The Move-
ment. With his photography, he was very subdued, secretive, didn’t 
really talk about it. But when he was in that art director role, he was 
powerful, animated and making decisions.”

In the meantime, the snowboard industry had embraced the idea 
of rider-owned, skate-influenced companies, and flat-kick shapes. 
Brands like Type-A, Ride Snowboards, and countless others mush-
roomed, stealing market share. Movement boards were now produced 
in Austria. But earning a place as an established snowboard company 
wouldn’t come easy, despite The Movement’s unique aesthetic. 

Donahue, Brunkhart and crew were “the first to take in the emo-
tional experience of being a snowboarder,” according to Bonfire Out-
erwear founder and Morrow Snowboards cofounder Brad Steward. 
“They didn’t have the R&D or the go-to-market structure, all the 
things that it would take to make a great long-term snowboard com-
pany. For the most part, they didn’t get that, but in a beautiful way.” 

The brand needed a more business-minded approach to compete 
in the booming industry, which didn’t please everyone involved. 
Peterka and Milden took over much of the art direction out of an 
office in southern California, while Donahue, Brunkhart and most 
of the team riders lived in the Northwest. Operations shifted from 
guerilla and DIY to something more formal and commercial. Milden 
and Brunkhart clashed over how The Movement should express itself. 
Donahue explains, “We’d created a band that was making music and 
art, and we had complete creative control. Once that started getting 
compromised, Chris got disenchanted. He wasn’t willing to sacrifice 
any creative integrity. That’s what I liked about him.” 

But Brunkhart also had a knack for pissing people off. “Brunk drove 
a hard bargain,” Peterka says. “But you have to push the envelope or 
stuff is kind of stale—you can’t break through if you’re maintaining the 
status quo. It’s imperative to rock the boat.”

Peterka played intermediary, the voice of reason, between what he 
calls, the “abstract artist who can’t see how the budget works,” and 
Milden who had a name and an investment at stake. Brunkhart be-
gan taking jobs outside of The Movement, developing a career for 
himself—at Snowboarder Magazine and doing high-paying shoots for 
companies like Burton, Volcom and Nike. “Once he went that way,” 
Donahue says, “The Movement became second fiddle.” 

But the two shared a house in southeast Portland and worked on 
Movement projects together in their downtime. Donahue, meanwhile, 
kept traveling the world and following his muses.

TOP TO BOTTOM
Matt Donahue, backside 360 mute through the 
mist in a zone known as “Catacombs.” Mt. Hood 
Meadows, OR, 1996. 
Photo: Chris Brunkhart

Dan Peterka (skating) and Matt Donahue (singing). 
Three in the morning at the Salzburg, Austria train 
station en route to Prague.
Photo: Chris Brunkhart
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’95-96
Donahue: “We started with a really clean image…” 

Peterka: “Yeah, we got more skilled, got used to the whole process.” 
Donahue: “We could have stuck with that.” 
Peterka: “We should have. We were so green we just kept changing. 

But that was kinda cool, too.” 
Donahue: “We never did the same thing twice.” 
Peterka: “And our whole trip was like, ‘We’re gonna change this shit 

at any time; fuck you.’”
The Movement riders spent 1996 touring the world—Japan, Europe, 

North America—with Brunkhart and his Leica clicking away. As a group 
that always followed impulse and what Donahue calls the “external pe-
ripheral,” it was time once again for The Movement to reinvent itself. 

The brand, however, was not for everyone. And although Move-
ment boards offered progressive shapes and sidecuts, they were no-
toriously soft at a top-shelf price tag. Graphics and marketing alone 
couldn’t carry a brand in such a tight market—full creative freedom 
came with a price. Milden’s fund had its limits.

The third catalog packed a visual assault with 12 pages of signature 
Movement design: powerful board graphics, Brunkhart photography, 
and an avant-garde mix of typewriter and handwritten text. Peterka’s 
cerebral introduction restated The Movement’s motives: “From the 
inception, the ideals that accounted for our direction could be solely 
attributed to our unwillingness to sacrifice our creative elements. For 
within these elements belonged our souls and our dreams.”

’96-’97
The Movement found balance in year four. The previous seasons’ 
experience had culminated in a solid product represented by an ex-
pressive, albeit shrunken-in-size, multimedia catalog. Jam sessions at 
Donahue and Brunkhart’s house yielded an assembly of eclectic songs 
that they eventually recorded in February 1997. The catalog-booklet, 
which came with a CD, offered a selection of beautiful, art-driven 
snowboards and iconic shots from Brunkhart. A long list of credits and 
thanks included “Holga and Leica cameras, 4:20 at 6:00 am.” 

Best yet, Mervin Mfg. was set to manufacture the boards state-
side—finally, stiff Movement boards—and the 158 Bullfighter proto-
type ended up as Mervin’s “factory choice” that year. 

Donahue, Brunkhart and crew brought heavily amplified live rock 
’n’ roll to SIA, stoked on what they’d produced for the coming year. 
But a horrible winter had preceded the buying season. The industry 
took a hit. “Nobody ordered shit,” Donahue says. “There were like 
300 snowboard companies, and then there were five, in one year, and 
we got clipped. Everyone got cold feet and backed out of the whole 
thing. I didn’t see it coming.” 

Salomon offered him a six-figure rider contract, but Donahue re-
fused. “I wasn’t in it for the money. I was in it for the creative ride and 
the experience and was gonna take it to the end. I basically threw away 
my whole snowboard career.” 

Thin sales condemned The Movement, and the Mervin boards 
never went into production. 

Catalog album cover, 1995, 
featuring Matt Donahue shot on 
the banks of the Vultava River in 
Prague, Czech Republic. 
Photo: Chris Brunkhart

CLOCKWISE FROM LEFT
A Movement ad collage, with artwork by Chris 
Brunkhart and Matt Donahue, and featuring 
team rider Kirby Phelps.

Jason Paulsen, Marty Sheppard and Matt 
Donahue. Best friends and an early morning 
jam session on the northern Oregon coast. 
Photo: Chris Brunkhart

Dan Peterka skating in Portland, Or during the 
first Movement photo shoot in 1993. Photo: 
Chris Brunkhart
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AFTERMATH
Without regret, Scott Milden figures a “strip mall would have been 
a better investment.” The Movement didn’t need to go corporate, it 
just needed to diversify by expanding into soft goods, he says. Milden 
would have liked “a cool little art/snowboard brand that had enough 
product around it to sustain every year, and just do its thing.” 

If only the industry were that forgiving. 
The Movement came out of nowhere, rocked for four years, left 

much to contemplate, and vanished in a flash. According to Dona-
hue, it was a “response to a need for something that wasn’t happening, 
something that needed to change. We attempted to make that change, 
even though we sort of failed. But we attempted.” 

Peterka felt free once his snowboard days ended. Art became his new 
full-time focus. “The Movement was really about discovery,” he says.

The individuals involved in The Movement had already begun 
to collaborate on other projects, like 1996’s seminal biopic Subject 
Haakonsen. 

“The most insignificant significant thing that happened in snow-
boarding,” Donahue calls The Movement.

Its mark remains indelible on the design, culture and spirit of today’s 
industry. As Josh Dirksen, who rode for Joyride alongside Donahue 
in the early ’90s, sees it, “The Movement was the beginning of snow-
boarding becoming closely associated with creativity and art. It made 
me believe that real snowboarding was not just about how you rode 
your board, but also what style of board you chose to ride.”  

Through free-form, collaborative expression, the company inspired 
those who were paying attention. 

“I was proud of them for taking that step,” Jamie Lynn says. “Put-
ting something out there that had content, with a visual aspect, and 
a good snowboard that you could ride. It had a dynamic that was set 
up to make a mark whether it sold a million boards or a hundred 
boards—it was gonna change things for the better.” 

In its martyr-like way, The Movement made its point and disap-
peared. Jamie continues, “The fact that it didn’t succeed kept it in a 
context of mythical nature, and that’s where it needs to stay.”   

Dedicated to Chris Brunkhart, who died from cancer in 2016. 

TOP TO BOTTOM
Jason Carrougher, Matt Donahue 
and Dan Peterka in Briançon, 
France, 1996. 
Photo: Chris Brunkhart

Chris Brunkhart (right) and Matt 
Donahue (left) rocking out in the tour 
van in Hachimanti, Japan, 1996. 
Photo: Movement Archives

The 1995 Movement catalog sleeve held a 12-inch vinyl album. It 
was recorded on New Year’s Day and pressed by Capitol Records.  
Layout: Chris Brunkhart
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